EVAN K MARSHALL
Evan K Marshall was founded out of
a passion for boating and drawing
boats — a spark that was ignited in the
company’s founder Evan Marshall from
the age of five. Growing up in New York
city, Marshall was surrounded by boats and
sailed on a series of small cabin cruisers
owned by his family, plying the waters of
the East Coast of America in the mid 1960s.
This combined with a love of drawing set
the foundations for a lifelong devotion to
creating beautiful and carefully considered
yachts that would eventually grace the
oceans of the world.
Marshall’s journey in yacht design has taken
him from New York city where he worked for
the legendary design office of Sparkman &
Stephens to London, where after working
for a prominent British yacht designer he
established his design office in 1993.

One of my earliest memories
is complaining to my father
during a weekend cruise
that I was bored. His response
was draw some boats!
I start drawing every boat
we encountered and soon
after I was drawing better
looking boats than all the
ones I was seeing.
—Evan Marshall

In many respects this quote highlights
the cornerstone of Evan K Marshall,
which is always to push the envelope by
creating exceptional designs whether
they be exterior styling or interior
design. Furthermore, the goal to achieve
exceptional creations is represented
by the company’s passion to produce
designs that are uniquely tailored to
each client’s requirements, whether they
are custom projects for private individuals
or production yachts for companies.

Services offered:

•
•
•
•

Naval and land-based architecture
Interior design
Exterior design
3D modelling

E va n on BJ

Evan K Marshall specialises in the interior
and exterior design of motoryachts and
sailing vessels, as well as working on
residential projects. As a trained naval
architect and land-based architect, Marshall
brings unique leadership experience to
his design office. Other key members of
the company include expert 3D modellers,
interior designers and decorators.
Every individual in the studio has an
insatiable appetite for design, allowing
the team to work within a broad spectrum
of ideas and tastes to service their client’s
requirements. This creative diversity is one
of the most exciting things about
the studio, and represents a hallmark
of its services.
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EX TERIOR

INTERIOR /BUILT
SKYFALL

CLASSIC 56

LOA: 63m

LOA: 56m

Vessel type: Fast displacement yacht

Vessel type: Modern classic

Number of decks: Five

Number of decks: Four

Key design features:
Conceived for a repeat client with a
passion for James Bond-themed yachts,
this proposal combines the sleek exterior
with a spectacular interior.

Key design features:
The design of this interior, highlighted by
the sky lounge, was conceived to capture
an age of yachting that showcased classic
woodwork and sumptuous elegant interior
details from a bygone era of yachting.

CLASSIC 56
LOA: 56m
Vessel type: Modern classic
Number of decks: Four
Key design features:
A proposal under development for a
client in love with the classic lines of
motoryachts from the 1960s, combined
with a sumptuous classic interior. The yacht
is intended for global sailing and will be
used for charter.

EKM 83
LOA: 83m

LOA: 45.7m
Shipyard: Palmer Johnson
Year of delivery: 2007
Gross tonnage: Please provide
Key design features:
Recently completed as an interim boat for a repeat
client while a larger yacht is developed, this modern
interior incorporates elegant design themes within
a fast and comfortable package. The yacht will be
based in the Med during the summer and the US
during the summer.

NORWEGIAN QUEEN
LOA: 45.7m

Vessel type: Displacement

Shipyard: Trinity Yachts

Number of decks: Six

Year of delivery: 2008

Key design features:
A concept study focused on achieving a
sleek exterior design that includes a fully
concealed helicopter garage. A unique
feature is a laser-light display in one of
the forward salon/theatre spaces that
will create a spectacular backdrop for
entertaining on board.

Key design features:
This interior features our split master stateroom
layout, an original idea found on a number of Trinity
boats. This award-winning boat is the third build in
this series and is one of the most striking interiors
that this shipyard has delivered.

SERENITY 133
LOA: 40.5m
Vessel type: Semi-displacement
Number of decks: Four
Key design features:
This design combines open and enclosed
balconies and terraces throughout the
interior, creating a special extension of the
interior. The yacht is set up for extensive
private cruising as well as chartering.
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SKYFALL II

Gross tonnage: 466

DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER
LOA: 59.1m
Shipyard: Benetti Yachts
Year of delivery: 2011
Gross tonnage: 1,100
Key design features:
This award-winning James Bond-inspired interior
takes direction from her name, Diamonds Are
Forever. Conceived prior to the 23rd James Bond
movie, Skyfall, the decision was made by the client
to hark back to a name he had not previously used.
This set the stage for one of the most unique and
spectacular interiors we have ever delivered.
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PERSONALITY

BUILT
LADY LINDA
LOA: 58m
Shipyard: Trinity Yachts
Year of delivery: 2012
Gross tonnage: 782
Key design features:
Having previously delivered a classic
interior for the same client, we produced
a sumptuously detailed art deco-inspired
interior showcasing commissioned artwork
including a tri-deck mural in the main
staircase based on the famous Chariots
of Aurora mural from the Normandie Liner.

Q : How were you introduced
to the world of superyacht
design?
I was introduced to the world of yacht
design from an early age, boating with my
family on a series of small cabin cruisers
we owned. I voraciously studied the design
sections of every yacht magazine that
came to our house and developed my boat
drawing skills at an early stage of my life.
Subsequent to those early years in college
and while working at Sparkman & Stephens
I began actively crewing on racing sailboats
including ONE designs, IOR boats and
Maxi-yachts.

A vital component to my yacht design
experience in addition to formal study was
working at boat yards, which provided me
with a lifelong insight into the construction
of yachts.

Q : Where does the inspiration
for new projects come from?
Inspiration comes from a number of sources
and is abundant — almost every aspect
of life is a good source if you approach it
with an open mind. I draw inspiration from
the love of classic car design, architecture,
industrial design and the greatest designer
of all, Mother Nature.

Q : If there were an award for
the best design of all time,
which one would you choose?
It would be impossible for me to select
one item — there’s just so much out there
that offers inspiration and design guidance.
My shortlist would include the following
items: the Classic Series One E-Type Jaguar
Coupe, Frank Lloyd Wright’s Guggenheim
museum in New York city, David Martin’s
circa 1966 38’ Pacemaker Convertible and
Jackson Pollock’s seminal painting The Deep.
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Evan Marshall

info@evankmarshall.com
H: + (44) 207 801 9219
Mobile (UK): + (44) 7515 399 924
Mobile(US): + (1) 804 399 5193
www.evankmarshall.com

www.superyachtdesign.com/
Evan-K-Marshall
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York Road
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